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Before the post of the hour begins, a numerological hiccup of significance. The sum of the 

numbers in each date, reduced to a single digit, follow a cycle of nine, except at the start of 

April, every year. April Fool's Day?  Yes, we all just got fooled; "yup we show did, 'cep 'bout 

what?" 

 

General numerological meanings follow, remember these each day and month as the general 

theme & air surrounding events of both.   

 

  Thu 26  3 2020   15     6  Nurturing 

  Fri 27  3 2020   16     7  Mental Analysis 

  Sat 28  3 2020   17     8  Material Power 

  Sun 29  3 2020   18     9  Conclusions 

  Mon 30  3 2020   10     1  Independence 

  Tue 31  3 2020   11     2  Cooperation 

  Wed 01  4 2020    9     9       

  Thu 02  4 2020   10     1       

  Fri 03  4 2020   11     2         

  Sat 04  4 2020   12     3  Communication 

  Sun 05  4 2020   13     4  Practicality 

  Mon 06  4 2020   14     5  Sensual Freedom 

 

  March   3 2020          7       

  April   4 2020          8       

 

I hope & trust all of you have been frequently checking my friend's website, The New Golden 

Era (www.thenewgoldenera.co.uk) and if you have not, well….. y'all git goin' !!  

 

The recent post there titled The Dim Period discusses what's been informed both there & here 

already, some time & years ago. An expanded, refresher explanation is in order. Avoiding the 

Q&A format, I ask The Committee to explain here. 

 

 "Volcanic eruptions, as concerning and frightening as they seem, are not seriously 

dangerous beyond the immediate area. The size of this area varies, depending very much on the 

nature of the eruption; significant ejections of hot and poisonous volcanic gas greatly expand the 

risky zone, lesser amounts of such gases will cool and dissipate before reaching significant plant 

and animal life, such that a catastrophic threat if often avoided. Molten rock flow, even faster 

mudflows caused by suddenly melted ice and snow and airborne ash, are the principal risks. The 

heavier ash and particles will fall sooner and closer, risking health if breathed and damage to 

machines and engines. Aircraft cannot travel through ash clouds without serious engine & motor 

damage. An eruption event is often complete in short order, one to several days but damage 

effects can be longer, sometimes permanent.        

 

http://www.thenewgoldenera.co.uk/


 "What will occur soon across Earth will be eruptions in sufficiently close intervals which 

also spew significant quantities of lighter ash rising to high altitudes and remaining aloft in 

materially dense volumes for many months, more than forty to nearly fifty. This means more 

than three to about four years. 

 

 "The ash will rise to high altitude because of the high amount of hot volcanic gas which 

ejects it. This occurs with every eruption, but the soon-to-occur events will be vigorous and long 

lasting, often persisiting for many hours and even across two and three days, before calming 

down again. 

 

 "The lighter ash will be carried, propelled is a fair description, to higher than typical 

altitudes than seen in recent decades. For one eruption or two, this would not be meaningful; it 

would not make a difference to the majority of mankind. 

 

 "Volcanoes will erupt and another will erupt and so on, the events carrying on for enough 

time to produce an ash cloud and layer at higher altitude; this ash cloud layer will grow to 

sufficient size as to spread above nearly all of Earth's surface.    

 

 "Two direct physical effects will be seen, felt and experienced.  

 

 Reduced sunlight reaching the surface 

 Increases in atmospheric temperatures. 

 

 The first of these is obvious and requires little explanation, although we shall describe the 

effects briefly. The thickness of the ash cloud will be almost even around the globe, and its 

consistency also. Heaver ash will sink faster, the lighter amounts will not, dissipating not for 

many, many months as we have mentioned above. The amount and volume of ash ejected are the 

reason and cause. The eruptions will be quite spectacular and will sometimes occur in places 

where humans did not believe a volcano existed, other times at existing, known, predictable 

expected volcanic formations, often mountains.  

 

 'Sunlight at the end and start of each day passes through a larger amount of atmosphere, 

which causes the yellow to orange then reddish colors. The ash cloud will reduce surface 

sunlight intensity sooner in the afternoon and permit increased intensity later in the morning. 

 

 "As Earth revolves about the sun, your central star, with a tilted axis different regions 

have less then more direct sunlight, causing temperature changes and seasons, except close to the 

equator where the directness varies little and not enough for seasonal temperature swings. 

 

 "The reduced sunlight will affect plant growth, including those grown for crops as food. 

Many trees will go dormant, and some will perish because the light required for photosynthesis 

will be insufficient. Many crops will grow more poorly and yield less or dismal amounts of 

edible food, when compared to now. This will directly affect livestock, milk, cheese and derived 

product production such as eggs. 



 

 "Other crops however, will be either unaffected or assisted somewhat, and these should 

be emphasized. This will take some time for growers to realize and adjust, where climate and soil 

permit. In many cases they will. 

 

 "Food habits are solidly ingrained and meet mental resistance when changed against the 

will of the eater.  

 

 "Bottlenecks and shortages of foods will occur in many places, some adjustments will 

never be achieved during the dim phase. Consumption habits forced altered will be perceived as 

punishment. If any of you have witnessed cigarettes removed from a person dependent on 

nicotine, coffee reduced or taken away from a many cup per day drinker or alcoholic drinks 

suspended for a an alcoholic, you can understand from that a sampling of some reactions widely 

broadcast.       

 

 "Surface temperatures will rise with the predictable, expected effects. Even at the poles, 

daytime temperatures in the sunlight months will climb above freezing for many days 

continuously. Mountain glaciers will recede, some will disappear and polar ice caps shall shrink. 

 

 "Rising sea levels and more importantly, higher tides will occur. This will not harm or 

end human life, the rising sea levels will happen much more slowly than humans can leave the 

areas, however physical structures, infra- and of all types, will be surrounded by water and 

flooded.  

 

 "Humidity overall will rise because of the higher heat, especially in areas now considered 

drier to arid. Places which often have higher humidity already will not experience much if any 

change, this being more prevalent in a traditionally arid climate.  

 

 "Precipitation will increase naturally, and this will somewhat assist plant and crop 

growth, providing some counterbalance to decreases in plants and crops because of reduced 

photosynthesis. 

 

 "The rise in surface temperatures will not follow the initially expected drop. The 

increases will occur despite reduced sunlight surface heating and cooling, which occurs each day 

and night, because more heat will be trapped by the atmospheric ash, altering the equilibriums 

currently normal. Equatorial regions will experience little if any change, however the closer to 

the poles one moves, the more pronounced shall be the effects.  

 

 "It will become ironically obvious how the cries and clamor over global warming and 

climate change were not the result of human activity or carbon dioxide, although initially 

complaints about this will be offered, as volcanic eruptions go on, these events introducing 

massive quantities of this gas into the atmosphere. Soon however it will become obvious that this 

is not the case. 

 



 "Heat will rise, will be slowed by the ash layer and move horizontally. The rising warm 

air below the horizontally moving warmer air will not rise as far, the reduced sunlight surface 

heating notwithstanding. Eventually and over not much time, surface temperatures will remain 

consistently warmer than expected or ever seen in many places. 

 

 "Some humans will scream how biblical prophecy is manifested, that the end of mankind 

is nigh. This is not what is happening. 

 

 "A new phase dawns. As has become the human custom since worldwide 

communications grew, now more so than ever as information movement reached current 

capabilities, s/he who screams the loudest receives more attention. This habit will be attempted 

continued, as patterns & habits broken will cause a great screaming across the land by just a few 

very outspoken few.   

 

 "Other changes are coming, as a result of the solar energies triggering the eruptions and 

effects we have discussed here. 

 

 "What is lost will be little compared to that you shall all gain, seeming to be a massive 

discount when reflection is made; as if it is the greatest bargain life might have ever offered, will 

it feel to be. Strongest will this be felt by those among you most strongly disagree, doubting the 

forced changes now foreseen. 

 

 "These events cannot be controlled, influenced or lessened. Human control lies entirely 

with reaction, and for this we the information offer.  

 

 "You should inform others if you believe they will be receptive enough to absorb then 

use the information to reduce their fears, concerns, worries and unsettled feelings. If you believe 

they will reject the information, set aside YOUR discomfort about being rejected to focus on 

THEIR rejection; simply avoid the topic with them and tell another. They have chosen to learn 

of, about and to deal with what occurs, on their own.  

 

 "Be well one and all, do return soon." 


